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Chapter 1 - Safety 
 
 

The general principles for safe operation of Milltronics USA machines are outlined in 
this manual.   Every Milltronics USA machine is engineered for safety.  You will note, for 
example, that all rotating parts are protected by specially designed covers.  On some 
models, the entire machine will be enclosed to protect the operator from flying cutting 
chips and to prevent an insecurely clamped work piece from being thrown out during 
cutting operations.  If a Milltronics USA machine is operated in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s instructions, it will provide safe and reliable service.  However, with 
machines of this nature, serious injuries or death can occur from careless or improper 
operation.  Do not attempt to operate this equipment without reading and thoroughly 
understanding this manual.  Not every example of improper operation or unauthorized 
usage that may lead to malfunction or accident can be anticipated.  If a particular 
operation is not documented in this or any other Milltronics USA manual as authorized 
usage for the particular equipment, it should be assumed that this is an unauthorized or 
improper usage with potential danger and should be avoided.  

 

A. This machine is provided with various safety devices to protect the operator and the 
machine. However, these cannot cover all aspects of safety, therefore the operator 
must thoroughly read and understand all machine manuals before operating the 
machine. The operator should also take into consideration other aspects of safety 
related to the particular environment and conditions. 

 

B. Three categories of safety guidelines have been used throughout this manual:   

DANGER, WARNING,  and CAUTION.  The Ansi Z535.4 safety alert symbols and 
their meanings are as follows: 

1. DANGER:  Indicates a hazardous situation, which, if not avoided, will result 
in death or serious injury. 

 

2. WARNING Indicates a hazardous situation, which, if not avoided, could 
result in death or serious injury. 

 

3. CAUTION:  Indicates a hazardous situation, which, if not avoided, could 
result in minor or moderate injury. 
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Safety Checklist 
• Always observe the safety instructions inscribed on the safety labels fixed onto the 

machine. Do not remove or alter these labels. 

• Do not attempt to operate this machine until you have read the manuals supplied 
with the machine and understand each of the functions and operation methods.  

• Operators should be trained formally either by a technical school or some form of 
apprenticeship program in machining and machining safety. 

• Installation and maintenance should be performed only by qualified personnel.  

• Qualified personnel shall be trained and knowledgeable of the construction and 
operation of this equipment and work methods. Such persons shall be trained to 
recognize and avoid hazards that might be present with respect to this equipment 
and work methods. Such persons shall also be familiar with the proper use of any 
special precautionary techniques, personal protective equipment, including arc-flash, 
insulating and shielding materials, and insulated tools and test equipment.   

 

Basic Points Of Safety 

1. DANGER 

• There are high voltage terminals on the electrical panel, transformer, motors, 
junction boxes and other equipment. 

• DO NOT touch the high voltage terminals or components under any 
circumstances when the power supply is on. Make sure that all doors and 
safety covers are fitted before switching the power supply on. If any door or 
safety cover is to be removed, first switch off the main circuit breaker. 

• DO NOT enter the machining envelope at any time that the machine is under 
power.  The machine should be entered only when powered off and properly 
locked out to prevent accidental energizing of the machine while persons are 
inside. 

2. WARNING: 

• Memorize the location of all emergency stop buttons, so that you can press 
one immediately from any position. 

• Take care not to touch any switches accidentally while the machine is in 
operation. 

• Under no circumstance touch any rotating work piece or tool in the spindle 
with any object or hands. 

• If in the slightest doubt about any procedure, consult appropriate persons or 
manuals. 
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• Always press the emergency stop button when leaving the machine 
unattended. 

• If more than one person is operating the machine, do not proceed to next step 
until notifying the other operator(s). 

• Do not modify the machine in any way that will affect the safety of the 
machine. 

• Never machine flammable or explosive materials. 

• Never use flammable cutting fluids. 

3. CAUTION 
• Do not subject the CNC control unit, the operator’s panel, or the electrical 

control panel to strong voltage fluctuations.  

• Do not change any machine parameter values without consulting Milltronics 
USA service department. If it becomes necessary to change a value, first 
check if it is safe to do so, then make a note of the original value so it can be 
reset if necessary.  

• Do not open any doors or remove any safety covers while the machine is 
under operation.   

• Stop all machine operations before cleaning the machine. 

• Never leave the machine to run unattended.  

 

Clothing and Personal Safety 

1. DANGER 

• Tie back long hair that could become entangled in machine mechanisms. 

• Eye protection and hearing protection should be worn at all times when 
operating the machine. 

• Always use safety shoes with steel toecaps and oil resistant soles. 

• Do not operate the machine while wearing loose or baggy clothes. 

• Always completely fasten buttons and hooks on the arms of clothing to avoid 
danger of entanglement in machine mechanisms. 

• Do not operate the machine under the influence of drugs or alcohol. 

• If wearing gloves to load or unload parts, be sure the machine is in 
emergency stop mode. 
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2. WARNING 

• Close all doors and covers of the CNC unit, operation panel and electrical 
panel to prevent damage from water, chips, and oil.  

• Emergency stop the machine and turn off the main power during electrical 
storms. 

• Check all safety covers regularly to make sure they are properly fitted and not 
damaged. 

• Always obtain assistance when handling loads beyond your ability. 

• Do not adjust coolant nozzles while the machine is in operation. 

• Do not remove or interfere with any machine safety devices. 

• Do not wipe the work piece with a rag while the spindle is rotating or the 
machine is in motion. 

• Always stop the machine before removing or inspecting a tool. 

• Tools and tooling can be very sharp. Take care when handling. 

• Never place an object or your hand in the carousel or tool changer without 
putting the machine in emergency stop. 

• Never place anything between the machine spindle and tool changer. 

• Never use additional clip-on or poorly secured lighting. 

3. CAUTION 

• Do not allow chips to accumulate during heavy cutting. 

• Never use compressed air to clean the machine bed. 

• Never wear gloves while operating panel switches. 
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Safety Related to Workpiece Machining And Tooling 
 
1. DANGER 

• Never operate the spindle above the rated speed of accessories mounted on 
it (chucks, tooling, etc).  

• Do not extend stock out of a lathe headstock without an appropriate bar feed 
or support. 

2. WARNING 

• Always use tools suitable for the work and that conform to machine 
specifications. 

• Replace badly worn tools. 

• Be sure that all workpieces and fixtures are secured properly. 

• Do not overhang any work piece on a mill table. 

• Never operate the machine beyond its specified power limits. 

• Never machine flammable or explosive materials. 

• Never use flammable materials as cutting fluid. 

 
3. CAUTION 

• Be sure the tool length is such that the tool will not interfere with any fixtures 
or other objects. 

• Perform test operations after mounting tools. 

Safety Related To Machine Maintenance 

 

• Maintenance should be performed only by qualified personnel as defined in 
the safety checklist on page 2. 

• Beware that the machine head can fall if unsupported while servicing the Z-
axis motor or ballscrew.  Brace the slide up while servicing in this area. 

• Turn off the main power and install a lockout/tagout on the machine. 

• Maintain a clean floor around the work area. 

• Employ proper lighting in the area. 

• Ensure any ladders used are safe, stable, and secure. 
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• Ensure all hardware is tight and properly torqued after performing 
maintenance operations.  See torque specifications in chapter 2. 

Electrical Safety 

Read and understand the following list of cautions before attempting to perform service 
on this equipment.  Failure to observe these rules can result in death or serious 
injury.  

1. DANGER 

• Only qualified personnel should attempt to take current and voltage readings 
or perform service.  See the safety checklist on page 2 for qualifications. 

• Arc flash and shock hazard.    Follow ALL requirements in NFPA 70E for 
safe work practices and for Personal Protective Equipment before opening 
electrical cabinet or performing adjustments or diagnostic measurements 
while energized. 

• Always keep hands and fingers away from live electrical terminals. 

• Remove jewelry while servicing the machine to avoid shorting any electrical 
circuits. 

• Always turn the main power off before servicing components within the 
electrical cabinet. 

• Allow all components to discharge before servicing them. After removing 
power, verify that the CHARGE LED indicator on the spindle drive has turned 
OFF before servicing.  

FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE RULES CAN RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH 

Neither the manufacturer nor the manufacturers repr esentatives or dealers can 
assume responsibility for any mishaps, damage, or p ersonal injury that may 
occur as a result of improper operation or from fai lure to observe safety 
precautions. 

Release of Trapped Persons 

The purpose of covers and enclosures is to prevent persons from becoming trapped or 
entangled in a machine.  Be sure all machine covers are in place.  Be sure the machine 
enclosure is closed when the machine is operating in automatic mode. 

Maintenance should not be performed on a machine under power.  For even the most 
routine day-to-day maintenance, such as cleaning the table or removing chips from the 
machining enclosure, the machine should be put in an emergency stop condition, de-
energizing the axis servo motors and spindle motor. 

Following these precautions prevents someone from becoming trapped or entangled in 
the machine. 
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If a person should become trapped in the machine, the safest procedure is to put the 
machine in emergency stop by pressing the EMERGENCY STOP button, then powering 
the machine down using the main disconnect switch on the door of the electrical cabinet 
at the rear of the machine. 

When the machine is put into emergency stop mode, the servo motors and the spindle 
motor are de-energized.   

When there is no power to the machine, the ballscrews for the X and Y axes may be 
moved by hand.  The Z axis remains locked to prevent the head from falling.   

Machine Safety and Maintenance Labels 
Please read and understand all of the safety and warning labels on the machine prior to 
using the equipment.  Failure to observe these labels can result in injury or death. 

Item Description Page 
1 Arc Flash Hazard 8 
2 High Voltage Warning 8 
3 No Step Notice 8 
4 Read Instruction Manual Notice 8 
5 Lubrication Reminder 8 
6 ATC Prox Switch LED Indicator 8 
7 Axis Direction Indicator 9 
8 Tool Balance Precaution 9 
9 Spindle Key Orientation Notice 9 

10 CTS Tools Required Notice (option) 9 

7 
8 
9 
6 

3 

1 
2 

4 
5 
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Safety and Maintenance Label Locations and Descript ions 
 
 

1 

 

2 

 

3 

 

4 

 

5 

 

Located near lubrication reservoirs as a 
reminder to check levels frequently. 

High Voltage - Located near main power 
disconnect switch on electrical cabinet 
door. 

Arc flash hazard - Located near main 
power disconnect switch on electrical 
cabinet door. 
 

Read and understand all Safety, Operation, and Maintenance labels affixed to 
the machine to ensure safety and reliability. 

No step - Located on top surfaces of way 
covers not designed to support the weight 
of a persons step. 

Located near maintenance items.  Review 
the maintenance section of the Instruction 
Handbook for maintenance schedule. 
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6 

 

7 

 

8 
 

9 

 

10 

 
 

Located at lower front cover of tool 
changer near where proximity switch 
status LED’s may be visible.  

Located on front of head. Observe tool 
balance before running at speed. 

 
Located on front of head.  Observe 
spindle key orientation when placing too 
holders. 
 

 
Located on CTS system (option) 
Indicates a CTS tool holder is required. 

Located on front of head cover to 
illustrate axis directions.  
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Chapter 2 - Specification 

Basic Machine Specifications 
MACHINE MODEL VM2515 VM3018 VM4020 VM5020 

Maximum Table Load  
1500 lb   
680 kg 

1750 lb  
800 kg 

2000 lb   
900 kg 

2000 lb   
900 kg 

Machine Weight 
6200 lb 
2818 kg 

9000 lb 
4100 kg 

9100 lb 
4125 kg 

9400 lb 
4270 kg 

AUTOMATIC TOOL CHANGER  
Arm ATC – Number of Pockets 20 20 20 20 
Maximum Tool Diameter – Over 3.5" 89mm diameter tool requires adjacent empty pockets 5" 127mm  
Maximum Tool Length / Weight 9.8" / 15 lb - 250 mm /7 kg 
STANDARD CURRENT/VOLTAGE REQUIREMENTS  
208-240 VAC 40 Amps 50 Amps 50 Amps 50 Amps 
Transformer 16 KVA 20 KVA 20 KVA 20 KVA 
COOLANT CAPACITIES  
Gallons 16 32 32 32 
Liters 60 121 121 121 
 
 
Coolant Recommendation 
Consult with a reputable coolant supplier in your area.  You should use non-toxic, 
non-corrosive, and non-flammable coolant.  Avoid chlorine and sulfur, which may 
harm the paint finish. 

Control Instructions, Schematics, Complete Specific ation Sheets 
• Detailed instructions for programming the machine and operating it from the 

front panel are given in the CNC operation manual provided separately. 
• Electrical schematics, pneumatic diagrams (if applicable), and hydraulic 

diagrams (if applicable) are located in the electrical and mechanical manual. 
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Machine Layout Dimensions 
VM2515 

 
VM3018 
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VM4020 

 
VM5020 
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Machine Shipping Dimensions 
VM2515 
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VM3018 
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VM4020 
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VM5020 
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Item Identification 
 
 
 

 
 7 

3 12 

1 

5 

10 

8 

1 

9 

6 

2, 4,  not visible 

11 
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1 Operator panel 

 

 

2 Tool Release switch / Spindle 

  

3 ATC 

 

 

4 Auger Chute and chip bucket  

 

5 Electrical cabinet   

6 Y-axis cable track 

  

7 Z-axis cable track  

 

8 Leveling pad 

  

9 

Waylube unit.  The waylube unit 
mounting bracket can be 
loosened and will pivot allowing 
for better access. 
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10 Air system and pressure switch 

  

11 
Coolant tank and coolant level 
gauge 

  

12 Z-axis motor  

 
 

 

Torque specifications  
 
Torque hardware to the following values  
(unless otherwise specified) 

Size Torque 
(lbf-in)  

Torque  
(kgf-cm) 

M5 95 110 
M6 130 150 
M8 275 320 
M10 600 700 
M12 1040 1200 
M14 1390 1600 
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Retention Knob Chart  
 
40 Taper Tooling 

 Dimension 
Standard  Flange A B C D E F G Angle Thread 

CT .59 .39 1.27 .86 .90 .99 .19 60° 5/8”-11  
MAS 60° 

BT .59 .39 1.38 .99 .90 1.10 .16 60° M16-2 
Optional  

CT .74 .49 .64 .86 .93 .44 .27 45° 5/8”-11  
ANSI 45° 

BT .74 .49 .75 .86 .90 .55 .28 45° M16-2 
CT .59 .39 1.27 .86 .90 .99 .19 45° 5/8”-11  

MAS 45° 
BT .59 .39 1.38 .99 .90 1.10 .16 45° M16-2 
CT .75 .55 1.02 .86 .90 .79 .24 75° 5/8”-11  DIN 

69872 BT .75 .55 1.02 .99 .90 .79 .28 75° M16-2 
 

50 Taper Tooling 
 Dimension 
Standard Flange A B C D E F G Angle Thread 

CT 1.14 .83 1.00 1.32 1.42 .70 .45 45° 1”-8 
ANSI 45° 

BT 1.14 .83 1.00 1.32 1.42 .70 .45 45° M24-3 
 

MAS - ANSI – DIN Dimension Diagram 

 
English threads for CT-Flange 
Metric threads for BT-Flange 

 
Notes: 

1. Balanced tooling (G2.5 Spec) is required for spindle speeds in excess of 8000 RPM. 
Spindle warranty will be void if balanced tooling is not used. 

2. Always tighten retention knobs to the manufacturers recommended torque 
specification. 

3. Inline spindles, in their respective frame sizes, use the same retention knobs as belted 
models. 

4. All dimensions above are in inches. 
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Chapter 3 - Site Preparation 
 
The following guidelines are intended to help you get the most out of your new machine 
tool.  The success of your machine tool depends largely on having proper air and power 
supplied to it.  Failure to adhere to the following guidelines will result in unsatisfactory 
performance and component failure. 

Note:   Locate the leveling pads and place them und er the 

leveling bolts before placing the machine on the fl oor. 

Preparing the Site 
 

To avoid problems when the equipment arrives for installation, Milltronics USA 
recommends that the following items be reviewed to ensure that the machine will be 
ready for the Service Engineer to install the machine.  

Please refer to the model-specific Specification Sheets for weight and dimension 
specifications for each model. 

Review the following: 

• Capacity of the floor to support machine weight. 

• Capacity of forklift or crane to lift the machine and accessory skids. 

• Overhead and door clearances to allow the machine to enter building and 
machine location. 

• Plant obstructions on the way to machine location. 

• Code requirements for utility services. 

• Proximity of compressed air and proper electrical service. 

• Space to allow efficient operation, considering full axes travel and future 
servicing access requirements. 

• Use of internal personnel for management of installation. 

Foundation Supporting the Machine 
 

Ensure the foundation and floor are capable of supporting the machine’s weight. 

The foundation must be able to support the weight of the machine and should be 
constructed of continuous concrete (reinforced is best). The thickness and consistency 
of the concrete must be compatible with industry standards for supporting machine 
weight. Actual requirements will depend upon the physical properties of underlying soil. 
A local civil engineer must be consulted if soil conditions are questionable.    
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All Milltronics USA machining and turning centers sit on leveling pads with adjustment 
bolts that allow the machine to be leveled. 

Please refer to the model-specific specifications document for the machine 
foundation drawing to provide to the Civil Engineer for location and placement of 
the leveling pads for the machine, and for machine weight. 

 

Foundation Guidelines  
 
The following guidelines are listed on the Foundation/Floor Plan Assembly drawing for 
each machine: 

1. Flatness allowance of the floor level should be within +10 mm (0.39 in). 

2. Take precautions so that there are no cracks in the concrete. 

3. Leveling bolts are supplied in the shipping box with the machine. 

4. Based on the soil conditions, the stiffness of the foundation shall be determined, 
so that the machine base does not deflect more than 0.013 mm (0.0005) inches 
to maintain the machine accuracy and performance. 

5. The drawing located in the Model-specific Specifications document shows the 
general arrangement required for the machine foundation. Local masonry 
contractor and/or civil engineers must be consulted for additional 
recommendations (e.g. depth, reinforcing steel based on the load bearing 
characteristics of the soil) to achieve specified performance of the machine. 

6. Foundation contractor must paint foundation with a liquid proof paint prior to the 
installation of the machine to prevent the foundation from absorbing moisture. 

 

Anchoring Machine to Foundation 
For improved performance, accuracy, and reliability, Milltronics USA recommends that 
machines be anchored to the foundation. If a machine is to be anchored, failure to 
follow the recommended foundation guidelines may void guarantees of quoted machine 
accuracy.  

If a machine is to be anchored, the following requirements must be met: 

1. Core drilled hole must be prepared to ensure proper adhesion of grout to the 
foundation concrete. 

2. The grout and anchor bolt manufacturers’ recommendations must be followed to 
ensure full strength of the foundation. 

3. After proper cure time, the anchor bolt must be capable of allowing a minimum 
torque transmission of 271 Nm (200 ft-lb). 
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Machine dimensions and clearances 
• Ensure there is a clear route from the loading dock to the machine location. 

• When moving a machine, be sure to allow adequate space for maneuvering. If door 
and ceiling clearances appear to be close to approximate machine dimensions, 
measure the machine first before attempting to move it. 

• Ensure there is adequate space for machine door clearances. 

• Allow additional space around the machine for servicing and safe operation. Leave 
room for removing the coolant tank and the chip conveyor (if equipped). 

• Shipping Dimensions—height, width, length, and weight configuration of the 
machine and auxiliary equipment as mounted to the skid. Shipping dimensions are 
measured with the machine on its shipping pallet. 

• Operating Dimensions—width and length measurements that must be considered for 
maintenance and service of the machine, such as opening all enclosure and 
electrical power cabinet doors and location of auxiliary equipment. 

 

Moving the Machine into Final Position  
Milltronics USA recommends that the customer review this section to determine if there 
is proper capacity and ability to lift and place the machine into the location. If not, then a 
rigging agency should be contacted. 
 

Ensure door clearances are sufficient for the machine to be moved through. 
Refer to the Model-specific Specifications document for machine dimensions. 

Ensure the lifting brackets and crane/forklift capacity are sufficient to hold the 
machine’s weight. Refer to the Model-specific Specifications document for 
machine weight. 

Machine on shipping pallet with auxiliary equipment may be moved near the final 
position before it is removed from shipping pallet. 

Machine Lifting Requirements 
• Ensure an appropriate forklift or crane is available to lift 

the machine. 

• Be sure the crane or forklift is sized properly to lift the 
machine’s shipping weight.  

• The machine’s shipping weight is defined as the machine on the shipping pallet with 
the auxiliary equipment still on the pallet.  

Move the machine on its shipping pallet to a location next to the final installation site. 
Set the machine and pallet down, allowing enough space around the machine to later lift 
the machine off of the shipping pallet. Machine should be removed from the shipping 
pallet and into final position using an appropriately rated crane or forklift.  

 

This machine should only be 
moved, loaded/unloaded, or 
skidded/unskidded by a 
trained and certified machine 
mover.   
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Power And Ground Requirements 
Check before turning the main power on!! 
 

1. The standard voltage range is 208 to 240 VAC  3 phase.   Voltage out of this 
range could cause damage to the machine.  Damage incurred through electrical 
supply problems will not be warranteed. 

2. Ensure that your electrical service is rated for proper current draw (Amps), and 
that the appropriate wire size is used to feed the power. (See current/voltage 
specifications on the serial data plate located on the door of the electrical 
cabinet.) 

3. Ensure that a copper wire equal to or greater in diameter than the power wires is 
connected between our ground terminal and the main ground located at the 
electrical service box.  Also ensure that the electrical service box is tied to earth 
ground.   

4. Milltronics USA does not allow the use of a separate grounding rod.  

5. Milltronics USA does not allow conduit or wire raceways be used as a ground.  

6. If a transformer is used to step the voltage down to 220 refer to the transformer 
grounding procedures immediately following this page.  The secondary windings 
of the transformer MUST be bonded to earth ground to avoid serious damage to 
electrical components.   

7. If there is a “wild leg” it must be connected to L2 on the main disconnect switch. 

8. Failure to adhere to these requirements voids your warranty.   

9. Milltronics USA does not accept responsibility for machine performance if the 
main input power is not connected properly. 
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Connecting a Transformer 
It is important that proper grounding procedures be followed when hooking up machines 
to power.  Please review the following pages.  They explain proper transformer 
connections and checks to ensure proper connections.  Refer to the autotransformer 
diagram provided to verify that your connections are suitable.  

 

** Spindle and axis drive damage results from incor rect transformer connection.** 

 

Cautions! 

1. Arc flash and shock hazard.    Follow ALL requirements in NFPA 70E for safe 
work practices and for Personal Protective Equipment before opening electrical 
cabinet or performing adjustments or diagnostic measurements while energized. 

2. Be sure to turn off all power to the transformer prior to making connections or 
resistance readings.  Disconnect the transformer completely from power. 

3. Always measure voltage from line to line and from line to ground before applying 
power to the machine electrics.  Do this with or without the addition of a 
transformer. 

4. With or without a transformer any power leg of the three phase incoming power 
to the machine should not exceed 240 VAC to ground, or from leg to leg.  At least 
two of the legs when measured between the leg and chassis ground should 
measure the same voltage.   

5. The grounding wire going into the machine must be connected to a neutral point 
within the transformer windings and to earth ground.  This is provided as a tap on 
the transformer. 

6. When a green wire appears to go to the transformer housing, never assume that 
it is grounded properly.  Follow the green wire to verify it is not merely a case 
ground but instead is tied to a neutral point in the transformer windings. 

 

Always call the factory if in doubt concerning tran sformer connections as serious 
damage can result if the machine or transformers ar e not properly connected. 
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Autotransformer Connection Diagram 
If your machine was ordered from Milltronics USA with a transformer option an 
autotransformer is supplied.  The diagram below illustrates the various input voltage 
selections and proper ground wire connections. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Always call the factory if in doubt concerning tran sformer connections as serious 
damage can result if the machine or transformers ar e not properly connected. 
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Air Supply System 
Milltronics USA machining centers require a constant supply of quality air pressure in 
order to perform optimally.  Minimum 5CFM @ 85-90 PSI is required for VM2515 
through VM5020 models. 

 

Adjustments 

• Set the main air regulator (A) to 85-90 PSI. 

• Do not adjust the air purge regulator (B) unless instructed to do so by an 
authorized Milltronics USA Representative.  Standard setting is 15-20 PSI. 

• Set the drop rate on the lubricator to approximately 1 drop per every 8 tool 
changes 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Main air pressure 
gauge.   Adjust 
using knob “A”. 
85-90 PSI 

Water trap is 
self-draining.  No 
need to drain 
manually. 

Spindle air purge 
pressure gauge.  
Do not alter from 
factory setting. 

A

B 

Maintain fill levels 
weekly using 
specified air tool 
oil. 

Fill with Marvel 
No.085, Mobil 
Velocite No. 10 
or equivalent oil. 
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Chapter 4 - Installation 
 

Startup checklist 
The included startup checklist guides the process of the machine installation and 
checkout.  The startup checklist forms must be completed and sent to Milltronics USA. 
to activate the machine warranty.  Use the startup checklist in conjunction with the 
following outline when installing and setting up the machine. 

Unloading and Unpacking 
Remove any shrink-wrap, poly sheet, and corner protectors.  Inspect the shipment for 
any damage and report any findings.   
 
There are two cartons on the skid; one of them includes the leveling pads for the 
machine, the other one contains; air and coolant spray hoses, touch up paint, ATC tool, 
tube of RTV sealant, oil reclaim box, test blank, (4) red lugs, 9” tube adapter, (2) spray 
nozzle mounting posts.  VM2515 models also include a pressure gauge that must be 
installed on the air FRL. 
 
 
 
 
Locate the leveling pads, and place them under the 
leveling bolts before setting the machine on the 
floor.  Make sure the tip of the leveling bolts align 
with the dimples on top of the leveling pads. 
 
 
 

Removing Auxiliary Equipment 
It is recommended to remove auxiliary equipment from the shipping pallet after moving 
machine on shipping pallet near permanent installation site. 

1. Unpack the equipment: 
a. Remove the outer covering and all boxes attached to the pallet. 
b. Remove all packaged items (conveyors, tanks, chillers) from the pallet. 

2. Verify all equipment has arrived and is unloaded. 
3. Inspect machine for damage. 
4. Remove the nuts and washers that attach the machine to the shipping pallet. 

• Do not remove any bracing on the machine. 
• Do not remove equipment from inside the machine. 
• Do not remove auxiliary equipment from a second pallet, if equipped. 
• Do not remove or install the console. 

 
Refer to the appropriate section below for details about lifting the machine.  
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Lifting the Machine with Forklift 
When using a forklift to lift the machine while still on shipping pallet, be sure to place 
tines beneath the shipping pallet using the pallet lifting tubes. 

Because the power cabinet is located at the rear of the machine, longer fork 
tines are required when lifting at the rear of the machine. 

Some models may require solid steel lifting bars when lifting a machine from the rear of 
the machine. Lifting bars must be long enough to span the machine frame, and be 
capable of supporting the machine without bending. 

To lift the machine from the pallet: 
1. Insert the forklift tines between the cast supports, so that a cast support is 

between the right and left forklift tines. 

2. Keep adequate clearance between the machine and the front of the forklift by 
placing wedge blocks on top of the forks. 

The forklift must be rated to handle the machine’s weight. For the 
weight of your machine, refer to the Machine Dimensions section of the 
Model-specific Specifications document. 

3. Carefully lift the machine off of the pallet. 
 

Lifting the Machine with Crane 
To lift the machine, either with pallet or to lift machine from pallet: 

1. Use proper lifting straps securely attached to main machine castings and 
appropriately rated spreader bar, 

2. Carefully lift the machine, ensuring balanced loading. 

A spreader bar and cables rated to hold the machine’s weight are required 
when lifting a machine with a crane.  

 

Lowering the Machine onto its Foundation 
After lifting the machine from its shipping pallet, position the machine over the spot 
where the machine is to be installed. 

1. Lower the machine to within 150 to 250 mm (6 to 10 inches) of the floor. Do not 
set the machine down. 

2. Position the leveling pads directly beneath the leveling bolts. 

All leveling bolts—including the center ones—must be used in rough 
leveling to evenly support the machine. 

3. Adjust the leveling bolts to half travel. 

4. Lower the machine onto the leveling pads. Each leveling bolt should be touching 
a leveling pad. 
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5. Adjust the leveling bolts to rough level the machine so that: 

• Equal weight is on all leveling pads. 

• Each bolt is touching a pad. 

• Bolts are inserted approximately half way to allow equipment to fit beneath 
the machine. 

• Adjust the leveling bolts about halfway, so the coolant tanks can clear the 
bottom of the enclosure, on applicable machines. 

• Adjust the leveling bolts until they press into the indentation underlying the 
footpad, on applicable machines. 

• Adjust all screws evenly to the same torque so that the machine is in 
balance. 

6. Once the machine is resting on all leveling pads, remove the forklift (or crane).  
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Shipping Brackets 
 
Loosen and remove the orange colored temporary shipping brackets located on the 
doors, the saddle, on top of the column, and around the coolant tank.   
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Head support brace. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Base to saddle braces 
 
 

 
 
Machine top protector 
 
Pendant arm 90° brace 
 
 
Pendant box extension brace 
(VM3018 only), see following 
notes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Coolant tank braces. 
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Special note for front panel pendant arm: 
 

VM3018 Only:   With the help of another person, remove the front panel pendant 
box from the extension bracket, and then remove the 90º shipping bracket.  
Reattach the pendant arm then mount the pendant box directly to the end of the 
arm.  Install the cover plate located in the parts box to cover the opening. 
 
Other models:  Remove the 90º shipping bracket and pendant box support plate 
from the pendant arm. Install the plate located in the parts box to lock the arm 
pivot in place.  The pendant box does not need to be removed from the arm. 

 
 
 
Special note for head support: 
 

Loosen and remove the 
mounting hardware for the head 
support shipping bracket.  
Remove the bracket if it slides 
out easily.  If the bracket does 
not slide easily, wait until the 
machine has been “homed”, or 
Z-axis moved up for the first 
time, and then remove the 
bracket. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Upper door braces (left and right) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lower door braces (left and right) 
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Required Assembly 
In some cases, parts of the machine are removed or adjusted for shipping purposes.  
Qualified personnel (See the safety checklist on page 2 for qualifications) should install 
and adjust as necessary according to the photos and descriptions.  
 
 
 
 
 
Connect the remote hand controller (if equipped) 
cable into the circular connector on the right side of 
the operator panel enclosure. 
 
 
 
 
Once the machine is in place and assembled, have the power and air supplies 
connected by qualified personnel as described in chapter 1. See the safety checklist on 
page 2 for qualifications 
 
 
 
 
Level the machine (rough level) in both side to 
side and front to back directions. 
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Finish Level and Tram the Machine 
Note: This procedure is duplicated as part of the startup checklist included.  Please 
make note of the final tram readings on the startup checklist forms to be returned to 
Milltronics USA.  Use of a precision level with a resolution of .0005” / 12” or higher is 
required. 

1. Center the table in the travels of both the X and the Y-axes. 

2. Adjust the center leveling pads so the machine is resting on only the 4 corner pads 

3. Use a precision level placed on the center of the table and adjust the pads until the 
machine is level side to side firmly setting on the 4 corner pads. 

4. Rotate the level 90 degrees on the table (or use two levels) and adjust the pads until 
the machine is level front to back. 

5. Re-check the side to side level again as it may have changed while adjusting front to 
back.  Repeat steps 6 & 7 until the machine is level in both directions. 

6. Using a magnetic base with a dial indicator sweep the table to check tram.  The tram 
should sweep within .001” over a 10” diameter sweep.  Adjust leveling pads if 
necessary.  At this stage it is more important to be level to tram and NOT level to the 
precision level. 

7. Extend the center pads to the floor.  The center pads should have light pressure 
applied to them.  Be careful not to affect the level or tram while adjusting them. 

8. With the level placed lengthwise along the table checking the X-axis level, move the 
Y-axis in and out.  If there is any twist in the Y-axis, the bubble will move as Y travels 
in and out.  Ideally there is no twist and the bubble will not move.  If it does move, go 
back through the process and re-level the machine. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Note spindle to table tram on startup checklist whe n complete 

0 
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Install the auger and chute (if equipped) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Slide the flood coolant tank under from the 
rear of the machine. Large photo is VM3018 
and small photo is VM2515. 
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Initial Checks of the Machine, its Guards and Safet y Systems 

General Checks 

1. Check for missing parts.  Do not operate the machine if parts are missing.  

2. Visually check for damage outside of machine and inside.  Do not operate the 
machine if there has been shipping damage. 

3. Verify that all necessary guards and safety switches are in place.  Do not operate 
the machine if necessary guards and safety switches are not in place. 

 

Electrical Checks 

Read and understand the following list of Electrical Safety Rules in Chapter 1 before 
attempting to perform service on this equipment.   

DANGER:    Failure to observe these rules can result in dea th or serious injury. 

• Arc flash and shock hazard.    Follow ALL requirements in NFPA 70E for safe 
work practices and for Personal Protective Equipment before opening electrical 
cabinet or performing adjustments or diagnostic measurements while 
energized. 

• Only qualified personnel should attempt to take current and voltage readings or 
perform service.  See the safety checklist on page 2 for qualifications. 

• Always turn the main power off before servicing components within the 
electrical cabinet. 

• Always keep hands and fingers away from live electrical terminals. 

• Remove jewelry while servicing the machine to avoid shorting any electrical 
circuits. 

• Allow all components to discharge before servicing them. After removing 
power, verify that the CHARGE LED on the spindle drive has turned OFF 
before servicing.  

 

1. Check for loose components or loose wires.  With the main power disconnect OFF, 
open the electrical cabinet door at the rear of the machine.  Visually check if any 
components or wires came loose during shipment.  Do not operate the machine if 
they did.  Find qualified personnel (as described on page 2) to correct the problems.
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WARNING:   

DANGEROUS VOLTAGES EXIST FOR THE VOLTAGE LEVEL CHEC KS! 
   
2. Check voltage levels.  As stated in the Electrical Safety Rules, only qualified 

personnel should attempt to take these measurements.  With the electrical cabinet 
door open, turn on the main power at the disconnect switch.  Do not reset the drives, 
i.e. do not push the RESET button on the front panel. 

A. Check +24 VDC.  Measure between TB’s 503 & 503a, and between TB’s 507 & 
507a. 

B. Check +5 VDC.  Measure between + and – V pins on the 5 VDC power supply. 

C. Check 110VAC on the secondary side of the 110 Volt transformer, or between 
TB’s 115 & 0, both sets.  The AC voltage must be between 110 and 125VAC. 

Turn the main disconnect switch to the OFF position, powering down the machine.  
Close and lock the door of the electrical cabinet. 

Visually Check That Guards Are In Place 

Required Guards for Mills 

Milling machines and machining centers should have way covers on all three 
axes, closing off the pinch points associated with machine axis motion.  All 
machining centers, by definition, have a full enclosure around the machining 
area.  Check that the enclosure doors operate smoothly, and that the locking 
door switch is working.   
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Safety Checks 

Follow the sequences outlined below for 9000 CNC co ntrol. 

Home the Machine 

During this operation, the machine will move.  Before starting the operation, 
make sure any shipping clamps that might impede machine movement have 
been removed and nothing else remains to interfere with machine motion. 

Turn main power on. 

Press and release the green ENABLE  button to power up servos.  Note: If the 
machine does not ENABLE, check all emergency stop switches: conveyor, 
remote hand controller, etc. 

Press F1 (Home). 

Press CYCLE START.  

Start the Spindle (Operate only within proper start up/break in limits outlined on 

page 43. 

During the sequence outlined below, the spindle will rotate.  If there is a tool in 
the spindle make sure it is not going to hit anything when the spindle turns.   If 
the machine has an enclosure, close the door. 

From the main menu: 

 Press F5   (MDI). 

 Key in "S" code for RPM followed by RPM value. 

  Example:  S500 = 500 RPM 

 Key in "M" code for spindle direction:  (M03)=CW, (M04)=CCW 

  Example:  S500 M3 

 Press ENTER. 

Press CYCLE START  to start spindle, then use manual CW, CCW and STOP 
buttons.   

Test the Emergency Stop Circuit 
Having followed the steps outlined above for enabling the machine and starting 
the spindle, then 

 Press the EMERGENCY STOP button. 

Spindle rotation should stop.  The emergency stop button is the most important 
safety switch on the machine.  It stops and then de-energizes the spindle motor.  
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(At the same time, it stops and de-energizes the axis servo motors, although they 
are not running for this test.) 

When the emergency stop button is pushed, the spindle should brake to a rapid 
stop.  If the spindle does not stop at all, or if it coasts to a stop, then the 
emergency stop circuit is not operating correctly.  Call qualified service personnel 
(as described on page 2) to fix the problem.  The machine should not be 
operated until the emergency stop circuit is operating correctly.  

Repeat the same tests using all emergency stop buttons including conveyor, 
remote hand controller, etc. 

Test the enclosure safety circuit 

If the machine is still in emergency stop mode from the previous test, then twist the 
EMERGENCY STOP button clockwise to release it.  Press the ENABLE button to re-
energize the axis motors and the spindle motor.   Follow the directions in the previous 
sequence for starting the spindle for manual use. 

Now hold in the SETUP button and open the door to the machining enclosure (if 
equipped).   

Never operate the machine with the “door open switch” parameter turned off, or with the 
operation of the door switch defeated. 

 Related parameters for door open settings 
 Feedhold Input # 22  
 European Code False  
 Max Feedrate with door open 60  
 Also see section 6 regarding the door switch 
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Spindle Start up Procedure 
Daily Run-in procedure 
1. Start the flood pump or chiller unit (if equipped) and run coolant through coolant 

passages until the temperature stabilizes. 

2. Clamp a tool holder into the spindle.  Never operate the spindle without a tool holder 
installed. 

3. Verify that all auxiliary systems are operating properly. 

a. If equipped with a spindle air purge system, the system should have 
approximately 15-20 PSI.  

3. Run the spindle at 50% of the maximum RPM for 10 minutes. 

Measure temperature at various locations on the front of the spindle cartridge.  

Be careful as the spindle is running!   If at any time during the spindle run-
in procedure the temperature reaches 140 degrees Fahrenheit or 60 degrees 
Celsius, stop the spindle and allow it to cool to room temperature.  Resume 
the procedure at the point it was halted. 

The temperature can be measured with a pyrometer or I.R. temperature gun.  
If a pyrometer or I.R. temperature gun are not available, a good indication of 
excessive temperature is if you cannot hold your hand on the spindle 
cartridge for more than 5 seconds.  

Warning:  Do not put your hand on the rotating spin dle, only on the 
fixed spindle cartridge. 

4. If the temperature is within normal operation parameters, the machine is ready for 
operation. 

Abbreviated Run-in Procedure for Spindle with ½ -2 hours Idle time 
1. Follow Steps 1. and 2. listed under the Daily Run-in Procedure. 

2. Run-in the spindle at 50% of the maximum RPM for 3 to 5 minutes. 

3. Monitor the temperature at various locations on the front of the spindle cartridge.  If 
at any time during the spindle run-in procedure the temperature reaches 140 
degrees Fahrenheit or 60 degrees Celsius, stop the spindle and allow it to cool to 
room temperature.  Resume the procedure at the point it was halted. 

4. If the temperature is within normal operation parameters, the machine is ready for 
operation. 

Ref: Setco Publication No. R-0007 
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Chapter 5 - Failure Modes, Detection and Prevention  

Minimizing Wear and Tear 

• The effects of everyday wear and tear may be minimized by good maintenance 
practice.  Items high on the maintenance list include keeping the machine clean, 
providing clean dry compressed air with the correct oil drip into the air stream, 
and continuous application of the correct way oil through the automatic oiler. 

• Machine failure is most likely to be caused by everyday wear and tear. 

• The effects of everyday wear and tear may be minimized by good installation 
practice, including a flat and stable foundation and clean input power at the 
correct voltage with a good ground. 

• Please refer to Chapter 4 of this manual for installation guidelines.   

• Please refer to Chapter 6 of this manual for a periodic maintenance checklist. 

Clearing Faults in Electrical Components 

• A wide variety of failure modes caused by electrical component faults are 
possible for the machine.  An accidental crash between tool and workpiece, even 
if it does not do mechanical damage, will likely cause an axis drive fault, putting 
the machine into emergency stop mode.  Even without a crash, a drive fault 
might be caused by machining conditions, where the machine is asked to deliver 
more than its rated power for a prolonged period.  The machine can operate 
outside its ratings for a short period, but eventually under these conditions a drive 
will overload.  In these and other failure modes caused by electrical components, 
cycling power is the best way to clear the fault. 

• Press the EMERGENCY STOP button to de-energize the drives (if the machine 
is not already in emergency stop mode), then turn off power to the machine using 
the main switch on the door of the electrical cabinet at the rear of the machine.  
Wait a minute.  Turn the power to the machine back on.  Wait for the CNC 
software to boot up.  Enable and home the machine. 

• When an electrical component needs to be replaced, follow the guidelines in this 
manual describing safe maintenance practice. 

Diagnosing Mechanical Faults 

• Eyes, ears and hands are the best tools for detecting mechanical failure modes.  
As is the case for electrical faults, an accidental crash between tool and 
workpiece is a likely way to cause mechanical damage.  A wide variety of 
mechanical failure modes also are possible even without a crash.  A careful 
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inspection of the parts involved in a mechanical fault is the best way to assess its 
extent. 

• When a mechanical component needs to be replaced, follow the guidelines in 
this manual describing safe maintenance practice. 

• Ensure all hardware is tight and properly torqued after performing maintenance 
operations.  See torque specifications in chapter 2. 

• Regular maintenance is a good way of detecting mechanical faults before they 
occur.  Inspection of covers, belts and wear surfaces often will reveal an issue 
before it has turned into a full-blown fault. 
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Chapter 6 – Maintenance 
 

Periodic Maintenance; Verification Of Safety System s 

Note:  Before performing any of the procedures in this section, please read and follow 
the directions in this manual covering safe practices for operation, setting and 
maintenance.  Maintenance operations should only be performed by qualified 
personnel as described in chapter 1. 

• Maintenance labels as outlined on pages 7-9 are affixed to the machine near 
areas where maintenance is required.  Become familiar with the various 
notices affixed to the machine and there meaning. 

• Ensure all hardware is tight and properly torqued after performing 
maintenance operations.  See torque specifications in chapter 2. 

• Keep a maintenance log to record all maintenance activity on each machine. 

WARNING: 

Due to the hazard of live power, special caution should be taken with electrical 
repairs or electrical component replacement.  Electrical maintenance should only be 
performed by qualified personnel.  Electrical Safety Rules should be observed. 

Maintenance Schedule 

Always 

• Remove chips as necessary from the chip pan area. 

Daily 

• Ensure the air lubrication unit dispenses oil, and that the oil reservoir remains 
filled.   (Use Marvel No. 085, Mobil Velocite No. 10, or equivalent air tool oil, 
detailed lubrication specifications can be found in the mechanical manual) 

• Ensure the water trap is being drained as required. 

• Ensure the waylube reservoir level is maintained (if equipped).  (Use Mobil 
Vactra No. 02, Amoco Waytec No 68, Sunoco Sunwaylube No1180, or 
equivalent oil, detailed lubrication specifications can be found in the 
mechanical manual) 

• Ensure that all guards are in place and functioning properly. 
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Weekly 

• Check operation of all cooling fans. 

• Check for proper air exhaust from the spindle air purge system (if equipped). 

• Clean any chips from on top of the ATC carousel and ATC slides. 

Monthly 

• Grease the machine per instructions in the manual (unless equipped with 
Autolube), detailed specifications can be found in the mechanical manual.   

• Inspect ballscrews and rails to ensure they are receiving proper lubrication.  
Visually inspect all oil lines. 

• Inspect all belts for excess wear, damage, and proper tension. 

• Check drawbar cylinder hydraulic fluids reservoir.  Top off with recommended 
hydraulic oil if necessary. 

• Check operation of low air pressure switch (if equipped).  Remove 
compressed air source from the machine and verify that a red alarm message 
box appears at the front panel display. 

 

WARNING: 

Arc flash and shock hazard.    Follow ALL requirements in NFPA 70E for safe 
work practices and for Personal Protective Equipment before opening 
electrical cabinet or performing adjustments or diagnostic measurements while 
energized. 

Only qualified personnel should attempt to take current and voltage readings 
or perform service.  See the safety checklist on page 2 for qualifications. 

• Power down the machine.  Open the door to the electrical cabinet at the back 
of the machine.  Check for loose wires or loose components.  
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Annually 

• Check backlash to ensure proper axis motion and response. 

• Check head tram to ensure proper machine geometry.  Machine settling can 
cause tram to be out of specification, affecting machine geometry. 

• Inspect the suction filter and filler screen on the way lube pump, see page 49. 
Clean as necessary. 

• Replace gearbox oil on arm style ATC (if equipped) as described later in this 
chapter on page 50. 

Safety Checks, to be carried out monthly and after maintenance operations 

• Repeat the checks for correct operation of the emergency stop circuit and of 
the safety enclosure circuit outlined in Chapter 4 of this manual. 

• In brief, power up the machine, enable the drives, and start the spindle.  Verify 
that pushing the Emergency Stop button makes the spindle brake rapidly to a 
stop and machine motion is halted. 

• Power up the machine, enable the drives, and close the enclosure door.  
Ensure the door will not open.  Pressing the “Setup” key should release the 
locking door switch. 
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Air System Maintenance 

• Ensure the air lubrication unit dispenses oil, and that the oil reservoir fill level is 
maintained.   (Use Marvel No. 085, Mobil Velocite No. 10, or equivalent air tool 
oil, further details about lubrication types found in the mechanical manual) 

• Ensure the automatic water trap drain is working. 

 

Adjustments 

• Set the main air regulator (A) to 85-90 PSI. 

• Do not adjust the Spindle Air Purge regulator (B) unless instructed to do so by 
an authorized Milltronics USA Representative. Standard setting is 15-20 PSI. 

• Set the drop rate on the lubricator to approximately 1 drop per every 8 tool 
changes. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Main air pressure 
gauge.   Adjust 
using knob “A”. 
85-90 PSI 

Water trap is 
self-draining.  No 
need to drain 
manually. 

Spindle air purge 
pressure gauge.  
Do not alter from 
factory setting. 

A

B 

Maintain fill levels 
weekly using 
specified air tool 
oil. 

Fill with Marvel 
No.085, Mobil 
Velocite No. 10 
or equivalent oil. 
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Way Lube Maintenance 
 
The way lube unit mounting panel can pivot in and out for easier access.  Loosen the 
thumbscrew to allow the panel to swing in/out. 
 

• Ensure the way lube reservoir level is maintained (if equipped).  (Use Mobil 
Vactra No. 02, Amoco Waytec No 68, Sunoco Sunwaylube No1180, or 
equivalent oil). 

• Inspect the suction filter and filler screen annually.  Clean as necessary. 

• Never re-use old waylube. 

Adjustment 
 

• Set adjustment to 3cc per pump cycle, pressure is at 40 PSI (2.9 bar). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fill with 
clean oil as 
specified 
 

Filler screen(A),  and suction filter(B) 

B A 

B 

A 
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Automatic Tool Changer (ATC) Maintenance  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Drawbar cylinder Maintenance 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Check ATC fluid level 
here.   

Drain plug 

 

Arm style ATC. 
 
Monitor sight glass to ensure 
fluid level remains topped off. 
 
Replace oil annually with 
Mobilgear ISO 150 or 
equivalent gear oil.   
 

Check fluid level 
here. (3/4 full)  

Fluid reservoir 

 
Spindle drawbar cylinder. 
 
Monitor fluid reservoir to 
ensure fluid level remains 
topped off.  
 
Top off to ¾ full if 
necessary with ISO VG32 
hydraulic oil (or equivalent). 
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Chapter 7 – 9000 CNC Operation  

 
Milltronics USA 9000 CNC Front Panel 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Power ON 
The main power switch is located on the electrical cabinet at the back of the 
machine.  When main power is switched on, the power to the CNC is also applied. 

Shutdown / Power OFF 
Before switching off the main power, press the E-Stop button to ensure the machine 
is in emergency stop mode, and then run the Shutdown Routine  under F10 (Utility) 
– F1 (shutdown).

11 

12 

 1                     2       3   4   5          6                     7       8       9    10 

13 
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1) Manual Pulse Generator (HANDWHEEL) - rotate this wheel to control axis feed 
while in HDW mode.  The handwheel may also be used for navigating menus 
and scrolling though program files. 

2) FEEDRATE override rotary switch - labeled in percentages.  Controls the 
feedrate and rapid traverse (Exception - see #3) of the machine axes.  Also 
affects handwheel rate. 

3) RAPID override buttons – By selecting 10% or 100%, rapid will run at  the 
selected rate regardless of feedrate override control.  By selecting “%”, the 
feedrate override setting controls the rapid speeds. 

4) CYCLE START button – Starts automatic operation.  In most cases the control 
will prompt the operator when this button needs to be pressed. 

5) FEEDHOLD button - illuminated when active.  Pauses axis movement.  When 
feedhold is active and HDW mode is selected, the axes can be positioned with 
the handwheel.  Opening the chip pan enclosure doors may cause a feedhold 
condition. 

6) MACHINE FUNCTION buttons – illuminated when active.  These control 
dedicated machine functions.  Configuration will vary by machine type and 
options. 

o SINGLE BLOCK – Single block program execution on/off. 

o OPTIONAL STOP – Optional stop (M01) on/off. 

o BLOCK SKIP – Block skip function (/) on/off. 

o AIR – Air blast function on/off 

o FLOOD COOLANT – Flood coolant function on/off. 

o MIST COOLANT – Mist coolant function on/off. 

o AUGER – Auger or Conveyor chip removal function on/off. 

o WASHDOWN COOLANT – Washdown function on/off. 

o SETUP - Releases the enclosure door safety interlock.  Holding the switch 
in with the enclosure door open will allow axis jog. 

o TOOL RESET – This button is a safety interlock.  It prevents the spindle 
from starting during a manual tool change.  It will flash during a tool 
change and needs to be pressed after the tool change is completed before 
program operation can be resumed.  The control will display a prompt as 
to when this button needs to be pressed. 

o CTS – Coolant through spindle function (if equipped) on/off. 

o SPINDLE JOG – Used to rotate (lathe) spindles at slow speed for setup 
use.   Especially useful for turning large chucks. 

7) SPINDLE OVERRIDE rotary switch – labeled in percentage of programmed 
spindle rpm.  Controls the actual spindle rpm. 
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8) SPINDLE CW/STOP/CCW   

o Spindle CW button – starts spindle in clockwise direction provided there is a 
programmed spindle rpm. 

o Spindle CCW button – starts spindle in counter-clockwise direction provided 
there is a programmed spindle rpm. 

o Spindle STOP button – stops spindle rotation. 

9) EMERGENCY STOP button – Disables machine motion, control enable, and axis 
waylube oiler.  Emergency stop buttons lock down when pressed and must be 
rotated to release. 

10)   ENABLE button – When pressed and released it enables axis and spindle 
drives.  All Emergency stop and limit switches must be released for drives to 
enable. 

11)   Alphanumeric keypads – used to enter characters in MDI mode or program 
mode. 

12)   Function key touch screen buttons – used to select machine functions that are 
displayed along the bottom of the operator’s panel display. 

13)   Touch screen LCD panel – Used to position cursor, scroll through text and 
parameter menus, drag and select text, etc. 

 
 
 
For complete detailed information about the 9000 Co ntrol and its operation, refer 
to the 9000 Series CNC Operation Manual. 
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